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DJs, Audio, Video, Lighting, Special Effects, and More!
We are one of the premier suppliers of special event
production services based in Southern California.

About Us
Since its inception in 2005, Prodigy Entertainment has become one of the
most sought after providers of audio, video, lighting, and special effects
services in Southern California.
Founded by true musicians at heart, we pride ourselves on the ability to
provide a professional service with a hip and modern twist. Our experienced and courteous staff strive to go above and beyond the expectations
of each and every client. Whether you’re looking to rent just a few accent
lights or produce a full stadium concert, Prodigy technicians are here to
help with every aspect of your event. Let us take some of the worry off
your shoulders.
Feel free to give us a call for a free quote, no obligations, or just to chat.
We like that too.

Who We Serve
Prodigy DJs and technicians have worked alongside the likes of Daft Punk, DJ AM, Black Eyed Peas,
LMFAO, M.I.A, Kid Cudi, MSTRKRFT, and Steve Aoki to name just a few. We specialize in nightclub and
university-level audiences which have brought together a diverse portfolio of clients.
Closer to home, we can be regulary spotted at special events across colleges in California. Some of
our most recent clients have included USC, UCLA, UC Santa Barbara, UC San Diego, Chapman University, Concordia, and UC Irvine.
We are also proud to continue the support we have provided for the important causes benefiting
the American Cancer Society, American Red Cross, Habitat for Humanity, and many more.

Audio and DJ

Prodigy DJs are some of the most sought after party rockers in the Southern California region. Our DJs arrive at
every event with up-to-date music and video libraries of
the latest and hottest tracks and remixes.
With years of experience on the microphone, our MC’s can
help you make announcements throughout the event and
energize the crowd to keep ‘em dancing all night long!

Event Lighting
Prodigy’s lighting designers are some of the most experienced in the industry. Each technician is well versed in
the newest LED technologies as well as more conventional
theatrical lighting systems.

Superior Sound
True audiophiles at heart, we know the importance of a
crisp, clear, yet bold sound system. Accordingly, we only
carry top of the line brand names in audio like DBX, Crown,
JBL, and Shure. Each and every Prodigy event is guaranteed
to have ample sound reinforcement to get the job done...
and done right.
No more crackling speakers and garbled microphones during your presentation or party. Make the switch to Prodigy
today and really HEAR the difference.

Custom Design Effects
Laser effects are some of the most requested additions
we offer. We carry lasers that can even write words in
the sky and really bring home that feel of a music video
or electronic rave!

We carry full lines of lighting control desks, software, moving yoke fixtures, uplights, dimmers, control cables, and
much more. Whether you’re looking to place lights in your
backyard for a BBQ or light up an entire arena for a concert or rave, we have the gear
and the knowledge to make the event really shine.

Your name in lights! A custom monogram (or anything
really!) is an awesome way to customize your lighting.
We can help you to design your image and project it
onto practically any surface at your event.

Finding it difficult to imagine what your special event will look like? Prior to your event,
Prodigy staff will happily create realistic 3-D models of your event space, lights, and
floor plan.

Uplighting can turn any room from drab to fab. Most
popular at cocktails, dinners, or receptions, uplights
can be customized to your color scheme or gradually
mix throughout the night as well.

Video Services
Video effects can help bring that extra “wow” factor to any event. Our DJs can mix live music videos alongside their audio performances to
create a very visual and exciting dance floor. In addition to music videos, video systems can display custom designed event graphics, livecamera feed, slideshows, movies, or even custom ambient visualizations.

Visually Exhilarating Media
Mixing music videos brings forward a previously
untapped market of the nightclub experience.
Dancers and bar-goers can now watch the artist
created music videos while they enjoy the party.
Just as the audio is remixed and transitioned between tracks, music videos are cut, faded, edited,
and mixed seamlessly between one another to create unique blends of media. Spice things up with
some truly creative use of movie clips, video game
samples, and even pop culture youtube streams...
the result is nightclub entertainment like never
before!

Of course with the addition of video systems in any event, we open the door to
a vast array of possibilities. Prodigy staff is trained in video production from the
ground up. We can shoot high definition footage of your event to present on
plasma displays or projection screens. After capturing these priceless moments,
we can edit them into custom DVDs and websites for you and your guests to view.
Our graphic designers are also some of the best around. By creating custom event
graphics and media for all our video events, Prodigy video packages are customized exactly to your event’s theme and ambiance.
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Special additions to really set your event apart from the rest.
When you sit down to plan your next party, rest assured that we offer many services above and beyond those of a
standard DJ or production group. Additions like those below can really make a successful event stand out and be
noticed. For a complete listing of all the services we offer, be sure to visit our website. These are some of our most
popular package additions.

Photobooths

Confetti and Streamer Effects

Karaoke Systems

Bring a photobooth to your event! Our booths are very
elegant with a clean finish and black and red velvet
drapes. Print-outs are always unlimited and free to your
guests. We can even customize each print-out with
your event’s logo. Cool booth additions include a DVD
of all the images at the end of the night or a handmade scrapbook delivered right to your door!

Confetti and streamers can add to the “wow” effect
when it’s time to announce a winner, close out the
night, or even celebrate a surprise birthday! We
can customize confetti blasts to your event’s color
scheme and even carry special rice-paper so cleaning outdoors is a piece of cake... just hose down the
paper and it disappears!

A favorite at almost any show, our comprehensive karaoke database has some of the greatest oldies and classic tracks as well as everything that’s hot and current to
date! With capability for multiple microphones and lyric
screens, you and your friends can sing the night away.

Dynamic LED Staging

Foam Parties

CO2 Blast Jets

Many of our stages have opaque surfaces which can be
illuminated to change colors to the beat of the music!
With assorted heights, our platforms are versatile yet
very safe. Whether you’re just adding a few units or trying to create your own performance theatre, we have
the right decks to make it happen!

Foam parties are a huge hit among university-level
crowds. Our foam machines are among the highest
output in the industry and the foam itself is generated
from non-toxic, non-staining, and hypo-allergenic solutions. We have inflatable foam pits ranging in size from
10x10ft to 30x30ft. The large pits can easily fit 200+
people inside!

Carbon dioxide jets have been used for years in concerts and sports arenas... but now they can be the highlight of your party! Amazing columns of air can cool off
a crowd in seconds and are always a real crowd pleaser.
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PRODIGY ENTERTAINMENT DJS
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Tel: (714) 248-5327

Fax: (714) 279-9000

www.PRODIGYDJS.com

